
3 February 2015 

Annual reports and accounts 
seminar overview 



Agenda 

10:30am Welcome and overview  The National Archives 

10:50am Production of annual reports                     

and accounts 

National Audit Office 

11:30am Simplifying and streamlining 

statutory annual report and 

accounts 

HM Treasury 

11:40am Cross-government print  

category  

Crown Commercial Service 

12:00pm Break 

12:15pm Print and publication 

management 

Williams Lea (Print Vendor Partner 

contractor) 

12.35pm Laying annual reports and 

accounts before Parliament 

Journal Office (House of Commons) 

12.55pm Publishing annual reports and 

accounts  

The National Archives 

1.15pm Close The National Archives 
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Organisation 
generating 

annual report 
and accounts 

GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS 

Parent department 

HM Treasury 

The National Archives 

Crown Commercial Service 

Government Digital Service 

PARLIAMENTARY 
OFFICES 

National Audit Office  

Journal Office 

SUPPLIERS 

Audit and accountancy 
services  

Design/production services 

Print Vendor Partner   
contractor (Williams Lea)  

Contacts and relationships 



Example summary project plan for a June laying date 
Potentially eight core areas to plan for 

TASK JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 

1)  Project management 

 

2)  HMT engagement 

 

3)  Commission and 

draft content, compile, 

edit, internal sign off 

4)  Creating, auditing 

accounts, Comptroller 

& Auditor General  

(NAO) certification 

5)  Parent department  / 

ministerial approval 

6)  Design, typesetting, 

print coordination, print 

distribution 

7)  Laying coordination 

 

8)  GOV.UK publishing 

coordination 



 

 

At the heart of 

information policy, 

setting standards, 

delivering access 

and encouraging 

the re-use of public 

sector information  

 

              Regulator of                      

information  

traders that  

re-use public                 

sector information  

Responsible for                                                                  

publishing                                                      

arrangements  

and standards for                                                    

legislation and other                                                            

official publications UK wide,                                                 

as Her Majesty’s Stationery Office                                   

and Queen’s Printer for Acts of Parliament 
 

Management            

of Crown copyright 

and database rights 

The National Archives  

Queen’s Printer and HMSO responsibilities 

Policy lead on                  

the re-use of                

public sector 

information 

across                    

the UK 



1786 - 1996 

Her Majesty’s 
Stationery 

Office  

(HMSO) 

HMSO delivers 
production and 

publishing 
responsibilities               

via contract 

1996              
HMSO part of 
Cabinet Office 

2006            
HMSO part of 
The National 

Archives 

2014 

HMSO               
part of                     

The National 
Archives 

HMSO’s trading 
functions 
privatised 

Crown 
Commercial 

Service 

(CCS) 

Government 
organisations 

officially    
publish 

parliamentary 
papers on 
GOV.UK 

Cross-
government  

print and 
associated 

services  
delivered via 

contract 

Government 
Digital               
Service 

(GDS)  

Production and 
publishing 

responsibilities 
for 

parliamentary 
papers delivered 

with other 
government 

organisations  

The National Archives                                              

and official publishing  



What are parliamentary papers? 
 

Documents laid before Parliament that form an important part of the 

relationship between government and Parliament 

 

Command Papers  

Concern issues of interest to Parliament, including consultations, policy 

documents, white papers, green papers, draft bills, independent reviews, 

government responses, pay reviews and treaties. Numbered series. 

Requirements set by The National Archives 

       

House of Commons Papers 

Required by statute and include government organisations’ annual reports           

and accounts, and reports of inquiry. Numbered series. 

Requirements set by the Journal Office, House of Commons 

 

Un-numbered act Papers 

Required by statute but not part of the numbered HC series and include some 

annual reports and accounts, and codes of practice. 

Requirements set by the Journal Office, House of Commons 

 
 



 

 
The National Archives and                    

parliamentary papers 
 

 

• identify and translate government and end user 

requirements into consistent cross-government 

production and official publishing standards 

 

• guidance, advice and support for organisations 

producing and publishing documents 

 

• help ensure correct official publication on GOV.UK 



Parliamentary papers guidance  

GUIDANCE AREAS 

Planning a paper  what to consider, tips on streamlining 

production and reducing cost 

Contact details organisations involved in parliamentary 

papers, links to their guidance 

Contract services managed by the Crown Commercial 

Service and supplied by the Print Vendor 

Partner contractor 

Laying and publishing 

responsibilties 

laying and how to publish papers correctly 

on GOV.UK 

Copyright responsibilties guidance and statements to include in 

parliamentary papers 

Corrections how to fix errors after production 

Annual reports and accounts specific information, links to NAO guidance 



 

 

Parliamentary papers guidance and                       

annual reports and accounts 
  

• consolidated approach, relevant information in one place 

 

• aimed at non-experts including those with no previous experience    

in parliamentary papers, producing government reports or official 

publishing 

 

• information about publishing documents on GOV.UK and the 

information that must be included on GOV.UK  

 

• referenced in HM Treasury’s Standing Guidance for Departmental 

Annual Reports and Accounts 

 

• http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-

management/producing-official-publications/parliamentary-papers-

guidance/ 
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Parliamentary papers by numbers 
 

• Around 650 government papers produced each year 

(Command and House of Commons papers) 
 

• 52% (340) papers laid in June and July 2014 
 

• 74% (252) papers laid in June and July 2014                    

were annual reports and accounts 

 



New for 2014: GOV.UK publishing responsibilities 
 

 

The priority is the end user, professional users see GOV.UK as the default 

online location for parliamentary papers 

 

• publishing correctly on GOV.UK means end users can find papers online and 

buy professionally printed copies 

 

• if a government organisation has produced a parliamentary paper it is 

responsible for ensuring correct GOV.UK publication 

 

• applies to organisations exempt from publishing other content on GOV.UK 

 

• organisations without GOV.UK access rights need to contact their parent 

departments to arrange publishing 

 

Government Digital Service GOV.UK publishing guidance 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/how-to-publish-on-gov-uk/creating-and-updating-

pages Scroll down to Official documents 
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Production of annual reports and 
accounts 

National Audit Office 



NAO role in annual report and 
accounts 

Audit of the financial statements 

• opinion given on the truth and fairness of the 
figures 

• the regularity of transactions. 

 

In addition we review the other information 
produced alongside the financial statements for 
consistency.   



NAO role in annual report and 
accounts 

In relation to the annual report NAO will look to 
see: 

• If annual report contains the elements that it 
should 

• If narrative tells a different story than the 
figures 

• If narrative omits issues that we believe are 
important for the reader to understand 



How we discharge our duty 

• Read each draft of the annual report 

• Cross refer all figures in the annual report 
(including in tables) to figures in the financial 
statements 

• Cast and cross cast all figures 



Project planning is essential 

Year end is busy and stressful. Project planning 
vital for successful result. 

• Timetable with milestones 

• Identify critical path 

• Clear instructions 

• Contentious issues 



Making the process easier? 

• Prepare a 9 month annual report and 
accounts. 

• Depts: review process for information getting 
from ALBs  

• Review annual report contents  

• Engage the necessary stakeholders early 

• Take time to understand the new 
requirements in the year 



Making process easier 

• Detail proof read before submission as printer 
proof 

• Date of signature of C&AG in certificate and in 
subsequent event note- lay out printer proof 
with space and insert later. 

• Utilise web site references to reduce content 
of annual report.  

 



Things to consider 

• User friendly? 

• Jargon 

• Reflect how external drivers impact the 
business? 

• How is progress / success measured? 

• Is it honest? 



Simplifying and Streamlining Statutory 
Annual Report and Accounts 

  



Agenda 

Simplifying and Streamlining Project 

• Project reminder 

• Restructured Annual Report and Accounts from 2015-16 

 

Sustainability 

• Sustainability reporting in the new format 

• EAC concerns 

• Response to the EAC 



Project reminder 

• to simplify and streamline 
the presentation of annual 
report and accounts 
(ARAs);  

• to better meet the needs 
of users of the ARA; 

• to gather a clear 
understanding of the 
purpose of the ARA; and  

• to remove unnecessary 
burdens from the 

preparer community. 

Purpose of the 
Project 

Stage 1: 
Review of 

current 
reporting 

Stage 2: 
Identification 

of user 
needs 

Stage 3: 
Understanding 

preparer 
issues 

Stage 4: 
Private 

sector and 
international 
comparisons Recommendation:  

First Principles  

Approach 



Restructured Annual Report and Accounts from 2015-16 

        Purpose is to meet 
key accountability 
requirements  to 

Parliament 
stemming from the 

fact that it is the 
primary user of the 
ARA. Also section 

that will be used to 
demonstrate 

compliance with 
norms and specific 

codes of good 
corporate 

governance.  

 

Accounta
bility 

Financial 
statements 

Performa
nce 

Purpose is to 
“tell the story” 

of the 
reporting 

entity in a way 
that addresses  
user criticisms 

that the 
current ARA 

lack an overall 
narrative and 
are difficult to 
understand. 

Financial statements that present the 
entity’s financial position and 

performance in accordance with IFRS as 
adapted and interpreted for the public 

sector in accordance with the GRAA 2000.  



Performance 

• Provides information on the entity, its main objectives and strategies 
and the principal risks that it faces.  
 

• OVERVIEW - gives the user a short summary providing them with 
sufficient information to understand the organisation, its purpose, the 
key risks to the achievement of its objectives and how it has performed 
during the year 
 

• PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS - detailed performance summary providing a 
clear indication of how the entity measures its performance, allowing 
for the presentation of a more detailed integrated performance analysis.  

Restructured Annual Report and Accounts from 2015-16 



Restructured Annual Report and Accounts from 2015-16 

Accountability 

 
• CORPORATE GOVERNANCE - explain the composition and organisation 

of the entity’s governance structures and how they support the 
achievement of the entity’s objectives. 
 

• REMUNERATION AND STAFF - set out elements of the entity’s 
remuneration policy  and provide further information on staff that aids 
accountability.  
 

• PARLIAMNTARY ACCOUNTABILITY AND AUDIT - the key Parliamentary 
accountability documents in one place within the ARA – (SOPS, Core 
Tables, MPM disclosures,  C&AG’s report)  



Restructured Annual Report and Accounts from 2015-16 

Financial 
Statements 

•  “WGA” FORMAT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS- improved consistency 
between micro and macro level reporting, more accessible to users, 
reduced burdens on preparers.  
 

•  NOTES FOR MATERIAL BALANCES ONLY -  recognition that materiality is 
not restricted to just monetary value, will ensure that the user is only 
presented with and can focus on relevant and material information. No 
diminution of audit scope or depth, only the presentation of the 
information will be affected.  



Government’s aim has been to mainstream sustainable development 
by integrating it throughout decision making and strategic planning.  

New format sees a shift in reporting performance by embedding SD 
throughout the ARA. 

Performance will be as a key performance measure that the entity 
measures itself against and/or in the manner in which sustainable 
development is embedded in other performance measures.  

Focus will be on reporting sustainable development most material to 
individual organisations.  

Sustainability reporting in the new format 



Sustainability reporting in the new format 

• Minimum requirements: 
 

• High-level indicators under the Greening Government Commitments to 
remain. 

• Aligns with compulsory requirements for certain private sector entities 
to report on Greenhouse Gas Emissions but has a wider scope and 
includes:   
 
 Greenhouse gas emissions;  
 Waste;  
 Water consumption; and 
 Procurement.   

 



Sustainability – EAC concerns 

• Environmental Audit Committee concerned about the removal of 
separate sustainability reporting leading to a potential lack of 
consistency and transparency.   

• As departments are embedding sustainable development then it would 
be relatively straightforward to capture the results for reporting 
purposes.  

• Compliance with sustainability reporting requirements to date have 
been patchy and that the Treasury should be ensuring compliance 
overall.  

• Why a separate sustainability report cannot be retained alongside 
other Annual Report rationalisations?  



Sustainability - Response to EAC 

Highlighted that best public 
and private sector reporting 

is moving towards 
integration. 

Aim is to enhance reporting 
and mainstreaming and build 

capability. 

Agreed that a minimum level 
of mandatory reporting on 

sustainability will be retained 
for transparency and 

consistency. 

Entities will have freedom to 
best demonstrate individual 
policies and risks and how 

these are managed. 



Print Category 

 
Crown Commercial Services 

Category Lead for Central Government Print 
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 Crown Commercial Services (CCS) 
• CCS is a department of the Cabinet Office. 

 

• We are the operational delivery service for the Central Procurement 
Programme for Common Goods and Services.  

 

• We are working towards transforming how Government buys common goods 
and services through centralised category management, standardisation of 
specification and aggregation of spend to deliver significant sustainable cost 
reductions. 
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Print Vendor Partner 
(PVP) 

CG Departments 

and ALB’s 

Category Landscape 

Cross Government Print Category 

Wider Public Sector 

PASS 

(DWP) 

 

PDS 

(DfE) 

 

Existing users only 

WPS 

Frameworks 
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Print Vendor Partnership (PVP) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

• Awarded to Williams Lea in June 2011. 

 

• Strategic partnership between CCS, Williams Lea and each Central Government 

  Department. 

 

•  All the main Central Government departments have now joined. 

 

• Command and House Papers joined in early 2014. 
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2nd Tier Supply Chain 

 

Print Vendor Partner 

(Williams Lea) 

Supply Chain 

Central Government Departments 

Basic Design 

Artwork 

Typesetting 

Paper Envelopes 
Business 

Forms 
Commercial  

Printing 

Security 

Printing 

Warehousing 

and 

Fulfilment 

TSO 
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Supply Chain Strategy 

• Switch to best fit 2nd tier supplier.  

 Place work with the best suited suppliers 

 

• Drive product development.  

 Product re-engineering 

 

• Consolidate product specification/pricing. 

 

• Combined incumbent and Williams Lea supply base. 

 

• Utilise a range of sourcing tools to leverage spend. 
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Phased Strategy 

 

Consolidate CG / Vendor spend  

2nd tier supply chain strategy 

Optimise sourcing channels/tools 

Consolidate product specifications  

Develop Standard toolkits  

Segment & develop product category 

strategies 

Build knowledge book -  product specifications 

and pricing data 

Matrix / Rate card – ‘one price’ 
 

On board incumbent suppliers 

SRM programme implemented 

Visible spend & product data 

Minimise risks - As Is process   

Due diligence / process mapping 

Supply Chain audit & mapping 

Benchmark historic pricing 

Categorise key sustainability measures 

Transfer Transition Transform 

Embed market standard specifications 

Re-engineer & Rationalise products  

Optimise Digital channels - 

Aligned with GDS Strategy. 

Drive cost out of end to end supply chain 

Streamline & automate buying processes 

Standard Category offer (market & Govt) 

Next gen to ensure market leading vendor base     

Print Category – Extension & Future Procurement Strategy 

4                     Print Category 
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Print Category Business Plan 

Workstreams 

 
Rationalisation and 

Standardisation 

•Matrix Pricing 

•Paper Specifications 

•Guidelines 

 

Shared Knowledge 

•Workshops 

•Toolkits 

 

Assurance 

•Supplier 

Performance 

Management 

•Supply Chain 

Integrity 

 

Cross Government 

Communication 

• Related Contracts 

Priority 1: 

 

•Spend 

Under 

Management 

 

•Cashable 

Savings 

 

•Managemen

t Information 

Next Generation 

“Government as an 

intelligent and 

attractive customer” 

Specialised Contracts 

Agreed internal 

understanding 

Competitive 

Marketplace 

“One Price for 

Government” 
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Future Strategy Timelines  

Date  Actions 

Jan – July 2015  Stakeholder and Market Engagement 

Aug - Nov  Procurement Documentation and Strategy Development 

Dec 2015  Issue OJEU 

Jan – Mar 2016  ITT Issue 

April  New contractual vehicle awarded 

May  WPS start to use new vehicle 

June - Nov  Phased transfer of PDS 

July – Dec  Phased transfer of PVP 

November  PDS transfer complete 

December 2016  PVP transfer complete 

January 2017  Begin transfer of DWP PASS work 

11                     Print Category   
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Print Category 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank You 
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Print and publication management of Command, House and Other Papers 

3 February 2015 
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Agenda 
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 Key Changes 

– How they affect your publication 

 Terminology 

– Who does what, where and when 

 Costs   

– What affects your costs and what decisions you need to make 

 Questions 

– Open to questions from the room 



Section divider Master slide only – not for use 

Select section divider layouts with picture 

 

Changes since 2013 

– Publication 

Management is now 

delivered by Williams 

Lea 

– The publisher is now 

HMG 

– You need to allow for 

the publishers copies 

in your print run 

– The pricing 

arrangements have 

simplified 

Key Changes to the publication arrangement 

44 Williams Lea Confidential 



How the changes affect you 

• All purchase orders should be raised to Williams Lea, your invoice will be from  

Williams Lea 

• HMG are now the catalogued publisher, there is no trade edition by default, 

you report carries no cover price. 

• 10 copies need to be included in your print run for distribution by the 

contractor to recipients such as the Legal Deposit Libraries 

• There is a standard Publication Management Charge, which is £600 

• If you arrange your own printing and use the contractor for distribution only 

then you will need to supply a number of copies to the contractor and pay the 

publication charge of £600 + VAT 
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Terminology 

Here are some terms you may be 

hearing for the first time 

 Laying - This is when your report is 

formally presented to the House and until 

the report is laid the document cannot be 

released into the public domain. Laying is 

normally completed by your parent 

department’s Parliamentary Team 

 Journal Office - This is where your 

report is laid 

 JOS – the online diary page, the house 

uses this page to see when your report 

has been laid and when it can be 

released to members 

 Certified / C&AG Signature – do not 

go to print until you have this date 

confirmed from NAO 

 Williams Lea Confidential 46 



Costs 

Your costs change with your report 

 Your printing cost 

– Your printing cost is calculated based on the number of pages, if it is printing in 

B&W or Colour, the number of copies you require and the schedule 

 

 Getting a file for printing 

– Printers require a print ready PDF for printing, you need acrobat to generate 

one of these, all fonts will be embedded and where images are used they are 

high resolution and where they go over the edge of the page trims and bleeds 

are supplied 

– Styling and proofing – if you supply to the contractor a word document and 

excel files they will layout your document and supply a proof back for you to 

check, you will mark up amends and return for a revised proof, this goes on 

until C&AG signs and your document goes to press 

– Converting Word and Excel to PDF – you supply a word and/or excel file for 

conversion to PDF, the contractor converts the file and returns the PDF to you 

for checking, the contractor is not responsible for layout or corrections 
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What makes up your print quantity for the two laying options 

Williams Lea Confidential 48 

Laying and publishing 

– When you are producing finished printed copies for the day of laying you need to 

include the copies for laying, the 10 copies for distribution and any other copies 

required by yourselves, a select committee or other stakeholders 

 

Laying in proof or draft 

– When you have not received signature in time to lay with printed and bound copies 

you are considered to be laying in proof or draft (see Journal Office / HMT guidance), 

for this short initial print run of run outs you need to print the copies for laying along 

with copies for the main vote office at the House of Commons, the House of Lords 

only require laying copies 

– You will also arrange a print run, in that print run you do not need to include the run 

outs you have supplied to HOC and HOL, you do need to include replacement laying 

copies 

 



Section divider Master slide only – not for use 

Select section divider layouts with picture 

 Check with your 

parent department for 

guidance 

 Keep to the advised 

print schedule of 3-5 

working days 

 Corrections take time 

and can increase 

your costs 

 Print in B&W 

 Keep your print run 

down 

 Avoid printing at 

weekends 

 Change your laying 

date to keep costs 

down 

How to control your costs 

49 Williams Lea Confidential 



Section divider Master slide only – not for use 

Select section divider layouts with picture 

Please feel free to ask 

any questions 

 

If you would like to 

email a question you 

can send the query to  
hmgpublishing@williamslea.com  

 

Questions? 

50 Williams Lea Confidential 
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Confidentiality statement 

The contents of this document together with all other information, data, materials, specifications or other related 

documents provided by Williams Lea (“WL”) (together “materials”) shall be treated at all times by the recipient as 

the confidential and proprietary information of WL. The recipient shall not disclose any such materials to any 

third parties without the express, prior written approval of WL. Where such express approval is granted by WL, 

the recipient shall ensure that all third parties to whom disclosure is made shall keep any such materials 

confidential and shall not disclose them or any part of them to any other person. All intellectual property rights in 

the materials shall remain the property of WL, or its third party licensors, and are protected by copyright. 

© 2012 Williams Lea Group 

 

Disclaimer 

This document may be incomplete without reference to any oral briefing provided by WL, reflects current 

conditions and WL’s views as of this date and is subject to correction or change at any time. Although the 

information contained in this document is believed to be accurate in all material respects, neither WL nor any of 

WL’s advisers, agents, officers or employees accepts responsibility or liability for or makes any promise, 

representation, statement or expression of opinion or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy 

or completeness of the content of this document (to the extent permissible by law) unless and save to the extent 

that such promise, representation, statement or expression of opinion or warranty is later expressly incorporated 

into a legally binding contract.  

Disclaimer 
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Laying Annual Reports and 
Accounts before Parliament 



Title pages 

• The title page must include: 

– The name of the organisation; 

– The year of the Report and Accounts; 

– The authority for laying the Report before the House; 
and 

– The authority for laying the Accounts before the House. 

 

• If the Report and Accounts are being laid as a HC paper the 
title page must also include: 

– The HC number; and 

– The date on which the paper is being laid before the 
House.  

 



Who the Report and 
Accounts are for. 

The year of the Report and 

Accounts. 

Authority for laying. 

Date of printing (if HC paper). 

HC number (if applicable). 



Do I need a HC number?  

• Most probably not! 

• If you have a report from the Comptroller and 
Auditor General then you WILL need a HC 
number. 

• There are also other circumstances when a 
paper you lay will need the protection of 
parliamentary privilege and therefore a HC 
number (this is unlikely to occur for annual 
Report and Accounts). 



Cover letters 

• You need to include the following information on a cover 
letter: 

– The full title of the document; 

– Paper number (HC) if applicable; 

– The authority for laying; 

– Whether any additional documents are included in the 
paper (e.g. reports form the Comptroller and Auditor 
General); 

– The procedure for laying the document before the 
House; and 

– The name of the Minister who is laying the Report and 
Accounts.  



Full document name. 

Authority. 

Additional documents. 

Procedure. 

Paper number. 

Laying Minister. 



Checks before laying 

• CHECK your title page with the Journal Office. 

• CHECK your copyright statement with the Journal 
Office. 

• CHECK whether you need a HC number, and if you do 
request it from the Journal Office. 

• CHECK the document that you are laying thoroughly. 

• CHECK that your timescale for laying fits in with the 
parliamentary timetable.  



How do I lay Annual Report & Accounts before the House? 

• Bring two copies of the Report to each House (if they 
are to be laid before both Houses).  

• Attach a cover letter to each copy of the Report. 

• Bring an additional cover letter for us to confirm that 
the paper has been laid. 

• Papers are received Monday–Friday. We are open from 
9.30 am on all sitting days. 

• NOTE that as Reports and Accounts are Act papers 
they can only be laid when the House (or both Houses 
if the Report and Accounts are to be laid before both 
Houses) is sitting.  

 



What happens after laying? 

• After laying your annual Report and Accounts before 
the House they will be recorded in the Papers Appendix 
of the House’s Votes and Proceedings (the legal 
record/minute of the decisions of the House of 
Commons). Similar practices in the Lords. 

The section under 

which your paper will 

be recorded. 

Example of 

Report and 

Accounts. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/business-papers/commons/votes-and-proceedings/#session=26&year=2014&month=9&day=13


What happens after laying? 

• Once your Report and Accounts are recorded 
in the Votes and Proceedings that should be 
the end of the parliamentary laying process. 

• In the unlikely case of an error it is best to 
contact the Journal Office in the House of 
Commons directly. We can advise you on 
what you need to do to correct the error. 



Where to get help 

• If you have any questions regarding the laying of 
papers before Parliament please contact the Journal 
Office: 

– E-mail: journaloffice@parliament.uk 

– Call: 0207 219 3317/3310/3361/3318  

 

• Our guide to laying papers is available online and will 
also answer many of your queries: 
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/laying-
papers.pdf 

mailto:journaloffice@parliament.uk/020
mailto:journaloffice@parliament.uk/020
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/laying-papers.pdf
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/laying-papers.pdf
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http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/laying-papers.pdf


Any questions? 
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GOV.UK publishing responsibilities 
 

• know who will publish your paper early on, make contact with your parent 

department’s digital team if your organisation does not have GOV.UK                   

access rights 

 

• web-optimised PDFs and print-ready PDFs must be published, you will need              

to obtain the PDFs from your printer and supply to your digital team to a timeline  

 

• publish PDFs on GOV.UK after laying on the same day as laying, unless 

publishing needs to tie in with a later launch date (rare) 

 

• specific metadata (information about the paper) must also be published with               

the PDFs: 

• unique to the document 

• users will be able to find your annual reports and accounts on GOV.UK 

 

Government Digital Service GOV.UK publishing guidance 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/how-to-publish-on-gov-uk/creating-and-updating-pages 

Scroll down to Official documents 
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Points to remember 
 

• web PDFs and print PDFs to be published – a print PDF may have                        

a separate cover PDF as well. Send all these PDFs to your digital team 

 

• metadata is important – make sure it is correct, including the 

Parliamentary session. Parliamentary session will not always be the 

same as the financial year that annual reports and accounts cover 

 

• make it easy for your digital team to include the correct metadata,                        

when sending the PDFs to them highlight the metadata in a covering 

email: 

• web and print ISBNs 

• HC or Cm number 

• Parliamentary session (for HC papers) 

• extra text about the paper that you would like published 

 

• digital teams are busy and could be publishing a number of documents 

for different organisations on the same day 



 

 

Guidance, advice and support from                        

The National Archives 
 

• Guidance, including that for annual reports and 

accounts, is under constant review to ensure it reflects 

government requirements 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-

management/producing-official-

publications/parliamentary-papers-guidance/ 

 

• Please get in touch if you have any questions, including 

improvements to the guidance, checking against your 

internal guidance or joining our mailing list: 

official.publishing@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk                  

or 020 8392 5218 
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